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1. A conventional rotary system
2. As the bit drills, drilling fluid circulates.
3. A top-drive system does not use the rotary table to turn the drill stem.
4. A conventional rotary table assembly
5. The rotary table assembly and slips hold the drill stem.
6. Sprockets, chains, and gears drive the rotary table.
7. Rotary table base
8. Top and side (cutaway) views of rotary table assembly
9. Exploded view of rotary table
10. Exploded view of rotary table drive shaft assembly
11. An electric motor drives this rotary table assembly.
12. Rotary locking devices
13. Rotary table assembly maintenance points
14. Rotary drive chain guard
15. Oil bath lubrication
16. Grease fittings
17. Relief fitting at base of rotary drive shaft
18. Tapered bowl that fits inside the master bushing
19. Four-pin-drive kelly bushing
20. Square-drive kelly bushing
21. Slips in the master bushing hold the pipe.
22. Split master bushing
23. Solid, or single-piece, master bushing with split, or two-piece, insert bowl
24. Hinged master bushing
25. Long and extra-long slips
26. Lifting slings for a master bushing
27. Bit breaker adapter for a pin-drive master bushing
28. Worn parts cause damage
29. A worn rotary table can damage a split master bushing.
30. Kelly bushing, master bushing, and rotary table
31. Kelly bushing and master bushing
32. Kelly and kelly bushing set back in the rathole
33. Rollers fit the kelly’s shape.
34. Roller assemblies
35. A square kelly and a hexagonal kelly
36. Lock assembly for kelly bushing and master bushing
37. Single-plane rollers in a split-body bushing 45
38. Double-plane rollers 45
39. Kelly bushing roller assembly 46
40. Kelly bushing components 47
41. Crew members setting slips 48
42. Top joint of drill pipe positioned inside the master bushing 49
43. Slips around drill pipe 50
44. Slips set in master bushing 50
45. Crew members breaking out pipe 51
46. Slips transfer downward (axial) force to sideways (transverse) force. 51
47. Rotary slips for use with drill pipe 53
48. Drill collar slips 53
49. Properly sized slips uniformly grip the pipe. 54
50. Slips that are the wrong size for the pipe being run may damage both the slips and the pipe. 54
51. Pipe stretched (bottlenecked) by the slips suddenly stopping the drill stem 55
52. Drill stem set in slips at the correct height above the rotary table 56
53. A mixture of old and new inserts (dies) can cause damage. 57
54. Clean and lubricate slips and master bushing regularly. 58
55. Exploded view of rotary slips 59
56. A straightedge is used to check the front and back of the slips. 59
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